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THE CARDINAL OF THE KREMLIN
Penguin The Soviet Union and United States Star Wars race escalates, Colonel
Mikkail Filtov, America's agent in the Kremlin, is about to be betrayed, and only Jack
Ryan can save Filtov--and world peace.

TOM CLANCY'S UNDER FIRE
"Campus operative Jack Ryan Jr is in Tehran, when he meets an old friend, Seth. As
they part, Seth passes Jack a key, gives him a cryptic message u and vanishes. Now
M16 and the CIA are after Jack. They're desperate to ﬁnd Seth. Jack tells them he
know nothing u but perhaps he know enough to ﬁnd his friend on his own . . . In a
dangerous foreign country, chased by agents from all sides, unsure who u if anyone
u he can trust, Jack has few clues and no space for mistakes. He's risking everything
for Seth. But whose side is his old friend on? And what if it's not Jack's?"

HARVESTS, FEASTS, AND GRAVES
POSTCULTURAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN CONTEMPORARY PAPUA NEW
GUINEA
Cornell University Press Ryan Schram explores the experiences of living in
intercultural and historical conjunctures among Auhelawa people of Papua New
Guinea in Harvests, Feasts, and Graves. In this ethnographic investigation, Schram
ponders how Auhelawa question the meaning of social forms and through this
questioning seek paths to establish a new sense of their collective self. Harvests,
Feasts, and Graves describes the ways in which Auhelawa people, and by extension
many others, produce knowledge of themselves as historical subjects in the
aftermath of diverse and incomplete encounters with Christianity, capitalism, and
Western values. Using the contemporary setting of Papua New Guinea, Schram
presents a new take on essential topics and foundational questions of social and
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cultural anthropology. If, as Marx writes, "the tradition of all dead generations weighs
like a nightmare on the brains of the living," Harvests, Feasts, and Graves asks:
Which history weighs the most? And how does the weight of history become salient
as a ground for subjective consciousness? Taking cues from postcolonial theory and
indigenous studies, Schram rethinks the "ontological turn" in anthropology and
develops a new way to think about the nature of historical consciousness. Rather
than seeing the present as either tragedy or farce, Schram argues that
contemporary historical consciousness is produced through reﬂexive sociality. Like
all societies, Auhelawa is located in an intercultural conjuncture, yet their
contemporary life is not a story of worlds colliding, but a shattered mirror in which
multiple Auhelawa subjectivities are possible.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD INDEX
PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE ... CONGRESS
Includes history of bills and resolutions.

PATRIOT GAMES
HarperCollins UK The author of "The Hunt for Red October" has produced another
adventure thriller centred upon a scheme by the Ulster Liberation Army to kidnap
the Prince of Wales. Jack Ryan with his Marine training foils this attempt but in the
process becomes a target of Northern Ireland's most dangerous men.

TOM CLANCY'S COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
INSPIRATION FOR THE THRILLING AMAZON PRIME SERIES JACK RYAN
Penguin UK INSPIRATION FOR THE THRILLING AMAZON PRIME SERIES JACK RYAN . . .
Tom Clancy and Mark Greaney's topical thriller featuring American President Jack
Ryan is a glorious return to the series roots in The Hunt for Red October and Patriot
Games. When the great bear growls . . . Russia is hurting. It's economy is tanking
and its 'adventures' abroad have proved costly. President Volodin knows that his own
survival depends on restoring Russian pride. . . . the world trembles When a series of
explosions, assassinations and attacks rock the global order, only one man in the
West recognizes the true cause of the chaos: American President Jack Ryan. With
Russian troops massing on Europe's borders, President Ryan cannot use military
might without escalating conﬂict and playing into Volodin's hands. Instead he turns
to his covert intelligence agencies. They must uncover, inﬁltrate and neutralize each
and every threat. But time is running out. And this war is about to go global . . .

LOCKED ON
Penguin UK Master of explosive international intrigue Tom Clancy brings together his
greatest characters and a new generation to ﬁght the war on terror. Although his
father had been reluctant to become a ﬁeld operative, Jack Ryan Jr. wants nothing
more. Privately training with a seasoned Special Forces drill instructor, he's honing
his skills to transition his work within The Campus from intelligence analysis to
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hunting down and eliminating terrorists wherever he can - even has Jack Ryan Sr.
campaigns for re-election as President of the United States. But what neither father
nor son knows is that the political and the personal have just become equally
dangerous. A devout enemy of Jack Sr. launches a privately funded vendetta to
discredit him by connecting the presidential candidate to a mysterious killing in the
past by John Clark, his longtime ally. A shadowy mercenary team is dispatched to
capture the former Navy SEAL. With Clark on the run, it's up to Jack Ryan Jr., along
with Ding Chavez, Dominic Caruso, and the rest of the Campus team, to stop a
threat emerging in the Middle East: a corrupt Pakistani general has entered into a
deadly pact with a fanatical terrorist to procure nuclear warheads, which can be used
to blackmail any world power into submission. With the breakneck speed and
military action scenes that have made him the premier thriller writer of our time,
Tom Clancy delivers a novel of high-tech warfare in which the enemy within may be
even more devastating than the enemy without.

RYAN KAINE: ON THE RUN
A passenger plane explodes. Eighty-three people die. One man is responsible.When
a routine operation ends in tragedy, decorated ex-Royal Marine, Ryan Kaine,
becomes the target of a nationwide manhunt. The police want him on terrorism
charges. A sinister organisation wants him dead. Kaine is forced to rely on two
women he hardly knows: one, a country vet who treats his wounds, the other an IT
expert with a secret of her own.Battling overwhelming guilt, life-threatening injuries,
and his own moral code, Kaine hunts the people who turned him into a massmurderer.Can Kaine's combat skills, instincts, and new-found allies lead him to the
truth and redemption?

TOM CLANCY'S JACK RYAN
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER / THE CARDINAL OF THE KREMLIN /
PATRIOT GAMES
Berkley Books Collects the ﬁrst three adventures of Jack Ryan in a boxed set.

TOM CLANCY CODE OF HONOR
G.P. Putnam's Sons Father Pat West, S.J., a buddy of President Jack Ryan's when they
were both undergraduates at Boston College, has been arrested and accused of
blasphemy against Islam. Ryan discovers a voicemail on his private cell phone from
the priest warning about a coming attack against America.

TOM CLANCY'S THE DIVISION: RECRUITED
AN OPERATION: CROSSROADS NOVEL
Simon and Schuster A newly recruited agent is the Strategic Homeland Division’s
best hope to prevent a nefarious plot from ripping the agency apart, in this brand
new post-apocalyptic thriller from Tom Clancy’s The Division® Maira Kanhai has had
enough: since the Green Poison epidemic hit DC, her Cybersecurity degree is
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worthless, she can’t rejoin the US Navy, and her early eﬀorts to secure Maryland led
to a costly mistake: the death of her brother. Every day new factions emerge, trying
to burn her city to the ground – until the Division emerges, inspiring hope. When a
grenade kills one of their agents, Maira suddenly has a chance to make a real
diﬀerence as a raw new Division recruit … if she can pass the tests, and overcome
the enemies plotting to permanently eliminate the Division once and for all.

BIOLOGICAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT
CRC Press Following in the footsteps of previous highly successful and useful
editions, Biological Wastewater Treatment, Third Edition presents the theoretical
principles and design procedures for biochemical operations used in wastewater
treatment processes. It reﬂects important changes and advancements in the ﬁeld,
such as a revised treatment of the micr

CATALOG OF COPYRIGHT ENTRIES. THIRD SERIES
1973: JULY-DECEMBER
Copyright Oﬃce, Library of Congress

LUKE STONE THRILLER BUNDLE: ANY MEANS NECESSARY (#1) AND
OATH OF OFFICE (#2)
Jack Mars A bundle of books #1 (ANY MEANS NECESSARY) and #2 (OATH OF OFFICE)
in Jack Mars’s Luke Stone Thriller series—a bestseller with over 150 ﬁve star reviews!
This bundle oﬀers books one and two in one convenient ﬁle, with over 150,000
words of reading. In ANY MEANS NECESSARY, nuclear waste is stolen by jihadists in
the middle of the night from an unguarded New York City hospital. The police, in a
frantic race against time, call in the FBI. Luke Stone, head of an elite, secretive,
department within the FBI, is the only man they can turn to. Luke realizes right away
that the terrorists’ aim is to create a dirty bomb, that they seek a high-value target,
and that they will hit it within 48 hours. A cat and mouse chase follows, pitting the
world’s most savvy government agents versus its most sophisticated terrorists. As
Agent Stone peels back layer after layer, he soon realizes he is up against a vast
conspiracy, and that the target is even more high value than he could have
imagined—leading all the way to the President of the United States. In OATH OF
OFFICE, a biological agent is stolen from a biocontainment lab. Weaponized, it could
kill millions, and a desperate national hunt ensues to catch the terrorists before it is
too late. Luke Stone, head of an elite FBI department, with his own family still in
jeopardy, has vowed to walk away—but when the new President, barely sworn in,
calls him, he can’t turn his back on her. Political thrillers with non-stop action,
dramatic international settings, unexpected twists and heart-pounding suspense, the
Luke Stone series is an explosive new series that will leave you turning pages late
into the night. Book #3 in the series, SITUATION ROOM, is also now available.
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LUKE STONE THRILLER BUNDLE: ANY MEANS NECESSARY (#1), OATH
OF OFFICE (#2) AND SITUATION ROOM (#3)
Jack Mars A bundle of books #1(ANY MEANS NECESSARY), #2 (OATH OF OFFICE) and
#3 (SITUATION ROOM) in Jack Mars’s Luke Stone Thriller series—a bestseller with
over 150 ﬁve star reviews! This bundle oﬀers books one, two, and three in one
convenient ﬁle, with over 250,000 words of reading. In ANY MEANS NECESSARY,
nuclear waste is stolen by jihadists in the middle of the night from an unguarded
New York City hospital. The police, in a frantic race against time, call in the FBI. Luke
Stone, head of an elite, secretive, department within the FBI, is the only man they
can turn to. Luke realizes right away that the terrorists’ aim is to create a dirty
bomb, that they seek a high-value target, and that they will hit it within 48 hours. A
cat and mouse chase follows, pitting the world’s most savvy government agents
versus its most sophisticated terrorists. As Agent Stone peels back layer after layer,
he soon realizes he is up against a vast conspiracy, and that the target is even more
high value than he could have imagined—leading all the way to the President of the
United States. In OATH OF OFFICE, a biological agent is stolen from a biocontainment
lab. Weaponized, it could kill millions, and a desperate national hunt ensues to catch
the terrorists before it is too late. Luke Stone, head of an elite FBI department, with
his own family still in jeopardy, has vowed to walk away—but when the new
President, barely sworn in, calls him, he can’t turn his back on her. In SITUATION
ROOM A cyberattack on an obscure U.S. dam leaves thousands dead and the
government wondering who attacked it, and why. When they realize it is just the tip
of the iceberg—and that the safety of all of America is at stake—the President has no
choice but to call in Luke Stone. Head of an elite, disbanded FBI team, Luke does not
want the job. But with new enemies—foreign and domestic—closing in on her from
all sides, the President can only trust him. What follows is an action-packed
international roller-coaster, as Luke learns that the terrorists are more sophisticated
than anyone realizes, that the target is more extensive than anyone could
image—and that there is very little time left to save America. Political thrillers with
non-stop action, dramatic international settings, unexpected twists and heartpounding suspense, the Luke Stone series is an explosive new series that will leave
you turning pages late into the night. Book #4 in the series will be available soon.

DEAD OR ALIVE
Penguin Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Starring John
Krasinski! Tom Clancy delivers a #1 New York Times bestselling Jack Ryan novel that
will remind readers why he is the acknowledged master of international intrigue and
nonstop military action. It is The Campus. Secretly created under the administration
of President Jack Ryan, its sole purpose is to eliminate terrorists and those who
protect them. Oﬃcially, it has no connection to the American government—a
necessity in a time when those in power consider themselves above such arcane
ideals as loyalty, justice, and right or wrong. Now covert intelligence expert Jack
Ryan Jr. and his compatriots at The Campus—joined by black ops warriors John Clark
and “Ding” Chavez—have come up against their greatest foe: a sadistic killer known
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as the Emir. Mastermind of countless horriﬁc attacks, the Emir has eluded capture by
every law enforcement agency in the world. But his greatest devastation is yet to be
unleashed as he plans a monumental strike at the heart of America. On the trail of
the Emir, Jack Ryan Jr. will ﬁnd himself following in his legendary father’s footsteps
on a manhunt that will take him and his allies across the globe, into the shadowy
arenas of political gamesmanship, and back onto U.S. soil in a race to prevent the
possible fall of the West....

DEBT OF HONOR
Penguin Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Starring John
Krasinski! THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK RYAN NOVEL “A harrowing
tale…Clancy keeps you riveted with political intrigue and military maneuvering [and]
sends you rushing headlong to the book’s stunning conclusion.”—USA Today
Bestselling author Tom Clancy takes a bold, incisive look at what our nation’s leaders
are calling “the new world order.” The time and place: a world at peace, where
yesterday’s enemies are tomorrow’s allies. The players: Jack Ryan as the new U.S.
President’s National Security Advisor, and his CIA colleagues, John Clark and
Domingo Chavez. The crisis: a shocking chain of events in which the wages of peace
are as fully complex—and devastating—as those of war. “[Debt of Honor] traces the
ﬁnancial, political, military, and personal machinations that drive America into the
next major global war…A SHOCKER.”—Entertainment Weekly

TOM CLANCY CHAIN OF COMMAND
Random House Large Print Publishing

THE BEAR AND THE DRAGON
A truly brilliant thriller by Tom Clancy, The Bear and the Dragon is a Jack Ryan
novel.Newly elected in his own right, Jack Ryan has found that being President has
gotten no easier: domestic pitfalls await him at every turn; the Asian economy is
going down the tubes; and now, in Moscow, someone may have tried to take out the
chairman of the SVR - the former KGB - with a rocket-propelled grenade. Things are
unstable enough in Russia without high-level assassination, but even more disturbing
may be the identities of the potential assassins. Were they political enemies, the
Russian Maﬁa, disaﬀected former KGB? Or, Ryan wonders, is something far more
dangerous at work here?Ryan is right to wonder. For even while Russian
investigators pursue the case, and some of his most trusted eyes and ears, including
antiterrorism specialist John Clark, head to Moscow, forces in China are moving
forward with a plan of truly audacious proportions. Tired of what they view as the
presumption of the West, eager to fulﬁll their destiny, they are taking matters into
their own hands. If they succeed, the world as we know it will never look the same. If
they fail. . . the consequences may be unspeakable. The Bear and the Dragon is Tom
Clancy at his best - and there is none better. This is the third Jack Ryan thriller,
following Without Remorse and Rainbow Six.Praise for Tom Clancy:'A brilliantly
constructed thriller' Daily Mail'Truly riveting, a dazzling read' Sunday ExpressThirty
years ago Tom Clancy was a Maryland insurance broker with a passion for naval
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history. Years before, he had been an English major at Baltimore's Loyola College
and had always dreamed of writing a novel. His ﬁrst eﬀort, The Hunt for Red
October, sold briskly as a result of rave reviews, then catapulted on to the New York
Times bestseller list after President Reagan pronounced it 'the perfect yarn'. From
that day forward, Clancy established himself as an undisputed master at blending
exceptional realism and authenticity, intricate plotting, and razor-sharp suspense. He
passed away in October 2013.

CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER
Penguin Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Starring John
Krasinski! In this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller from Tom Clancy, Jack Ryan
gets caught in a war between the United States and a Colombian drug cartel and
uncovers a shocking conspiracy. When Colombian drug lords assassinate both the
U.S. ambassador and the visiting head of the FBI, their actions trigger a covert
response from the American government—a response that goes horribly wrong... As
the newly named Deputy Director of Intelligence for the CIA, Jack Ryan should be
privy to operations like the one in Colombia, but he’s been left completely in the
dark. With the help of ﬁeld oﬃcer John Clark, Ryan intends to ﬁnd out what’s really
going on. But while they expect danger from without, the greatest threat of all may
come from within.

SPECIAL FORCES CADETS 2: MISSING
Bonnier Zaﬀre Ltd. From the bestselling author of STRIKE BACK, Chris Ryan returns
with the second in his new action-packed series. Tough enough? Smart enough? Jack
will require all his skills just to stay alive as a Special Forces Cadet . . . In this second
book, the cadets are sent to North Korea. A British agent investigating the rogue
state's nuclear capabilities has gone missing. The secretive nature of life in
Pyongyang means that unfamiliar adults would be attract suspicion and fall under
immediate surveillance. So the cadets form part of a young pioneers tour to the
North Korean capital. Once there, they must use their skills and training to ﬁnd out
more about the missing agent. In the course of their investigations, they forget the
one rule every undercover operator must obey: trust nobody. When a local teenager
they befriend betrays his suspicions to the North Korean secret police, the young
cadets must use all their skill to escape the authorities and the country. But can they
locate the British agent at the same time?

MASTERS FILE
Novels by CB Samet With a twelve million dollar debt, there's no escaping the maﬁa.
When Jenna Masters embarks on a vacation to Antigua, she anticipates leaving
behind her hectic job in the intensive care unit but doesn’t anticipate meeting an
attractive stranger, Ryan Walsh, with a dark past. She turns down a romantic
encounter not wanting to invite danger into her life. When Jenna is kidnapped, she
discovers her own past has resurfaced to claim her and she turns to the one man she
knows can help her—Ryan Walsh. Jenna and Ryan plummet into danger that
threatens both of their lives. Can they free themselves from the wrath of a killer or
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will they ﬁnd their lives cut short by those that seek to destroy them? 2018 Readers’
Favorite Awards Honorable Mention in Romantic Suspense Praise for Masters File:
"Masters File: The Riders File Book 2 by CB Samet is a fast-paced tale of crime and
unexpected humor. The plot development of CB Samet’s novel is a combination of
romance and suspense that lures the reader in, making it a one-sitting read." -Readers' Favorite Reviewer (ﬁve stars) “A well written clean romance that has me
captivated from start to ﬁnish .... A story ﬁlled with adventure, action, mystery,
twists and emotional ups and down.” —Booksprout Reviewer “Well written and ﬁlled
with drama and intrigue, this book will keep you on the edge of your seat trying to
stay ahead of the action.” —Booksprout Reviewer

TOM CLANCY CHAIN OF COMMAND
Penguin The United States has stared down many threats with President Jack Ryan at
the helm, but what if he’s not there when we need him? That’s the question facing a
nation in the most shocking entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling
series. A shadowy billionaire uses his fortune to further his corrupt ambitions. Along
the way, he’s toppled democratically elected governments and exacerbated
divisions within stable nations. The competitors he’s destroyed, the people he’s hurt,
they’re all just marks on a ledger. Now, he’s ready to implement his most ambitious
plan of all. There’s only one force standing in his way—President Jack Ryan. How do
you compel a man like Jack Ryan to bend? He’s personally faced down everything
from the Russian navy to cartel killers. It will take more than political headwinds or
media disfavor to cause him to turn from his duty to the American people, but every
man has an Achilles heel. Jack Ryan’s is his family. The answer is as simple as it is
shocking. The billionaire has assembled an international team of the most ruthless
mercenaries alive. Their mission—kidnap the First Lady.

DEBT OF HONOR
Berkley Books Every novel by Tom Clancy has been "a jaw-tightener and a nail-biter
of the ﬁrst order, " as the San Diego Union described Without Remorse. But Debt of
Honor surpasses them all, with Jack Ryan facing his greatest challenge - against a
peril that may become all too real. In retrospect, it would seem an odd way to start a
war. . . . The end of history. The new world order. Fine phrases, but as Jack Ryan is
about to discover, history isn't dead yet - and only the nature of the threat is new.
On the Paciﬁc island of Saipan, a wealthy Japanese businessman regards his newbought land with satisfaction. In the Indian Ocean oﬀ Sri Lanka, a foreign navy
begins a series of highly unusual exercises. At the headquarters of America's major
stock-clearing corporation, an engineer brings a customized computer program online for the ﬁrst time, and smiles at his own private joke. Three seemingly unrelated
incidents, but all just the ﬁrst links in a chain of events that will stun the world.
Called out of retirement to serve as the new President's National Security Advisor,
Jack Ryan quickly realizes that the problems of peace are fully as complex as those
of war. Enemies have become friends, friends enemies, and even the form of conﬂict
has changed. What he cannot realize, however, is just how close the next conﬂict is.
And when one of those new enemies readies a strike not only at America's territory,
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but at the heart of her economy, it is Ryan, with the help of CIA oﬃcers John Clark
and Domingo Chavez, who must prepare an untested President to meet the
challenge, if Ryan can only ﬁgure out how. For there is a debt of honor to be paid and the price will be terrifyingly high. . .

ARENA 3 (BOOK #3 IN THE SURVIVAL TRILOGY)
Morgan Rice “Shades of THE HUNGER GAMES permeate a story centered around two
courageous teens determined to buck all odds in an eﬀort to regain their loved ones.
A believable, involving world, recommended for those who enjoy dystopian novels,
powerful female characters, and stories of uncommon courage.” --Midwest Book
Review, D. Donovan, eBook Reviewer (regarding Arena 1) ARENA 3 is book #3 in the
Bestselling Survival Trilogy, which begins with ARENA 1, a free download. After
nearly freezing to death on their trek north, Brooke and her small group wake to ﬁnd
themselves in civilization. They have found the utopian city, hidden deep in a remote
stretch of Canada. They have heat, food, comfortable beds, clean clothes, and
security. Finally, they have made it. As Brooke recovers, she meets the mysterious
survivors who inhabit this city, and who vie for her love. She trains again, enhancing
her ﬁghting skills greatly under the wing of a new mentor, and matures into a
woman. Brooke soon realizes, though, that being safe and secluded is not all there is
to life. When she hears rumors of survivors underground, deep in America, ﬁghting
to restore order from the inside—her Dad possibly amongst them—Brooke ﬁnds
herself facing the choice of a lifetime: to live in this perfect place, free and safe for
the rest of her days, or to embark and ﬁght for others’ freedom. It would be a
journey, she knows, back through post-apocalyptic America, this time traveling west,
across its breadth, in search of the rumored survivors, of her father. She would have
to ﬁght her way through a land transformed by apocalypse, try to survive a neverending stream of dangers, roving packs of violent gangs, with few resources and
fewer supplies. It would be a two thousand mile trek to a certain suicide. And if she
leaves this utopia, she knows, there is no coming back. Yet that is not the worst of it:
something else lies in her way. Arena 3. The greatest arena left in what was once
America, the most brutal and dangerous of them all, the one from which no one
survives. The one, she knows, that would test the very limit of all that she is. Will she
risk it all for others? An action-packed dystopian thriller featuring a tough female
heroine whom readers worldwide have fallen in love with, ARENA THREE is the
shocking conclusion to the bestselling Survival Trilogy, and one that will leave you
turning pages late into the night. "Addicting...ARENA ONE was one of those books
that you read late into the night until your eyes start to cross because you don’t
want to put it down." –Dallas Examiner

TOM CLANCY'S GHOST RECON
Penguin Captain Scott Mitchell and his Ghost Recon team, a secret unit comprised of
the most feared operators in the world, work to stop a small band of renegade
Chinese military leaders from triggering a battle to dominate the Paciﬁc.
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A DEADLY DISTANCE
Createspace Independent Pub Washington, D.C. Midday. A man waits at a bus stop,
his intentions unknown. Two government operatives have been stalking him for
days, waiting for him to make his move. Unexpectedly, the man takes oﬀ running
and heads for a deserted warehouse. Jack Noble and his partner, Frank Skinner,
believe the man to be part of a terrorist organization that is involved in smuggling
drugs and guns and men into the country. But it turns out their plan involves far
more export than import, and hits a lot closer to home. As the case unfolds, the man
behind it all reaches out to Jack with a simple message... 37 hours. Other Jack Noble
Novels: Noble Beginnings (Jack Noble #1): http:
//www.amazon.com/dp/B009K8RHNQ/ Never Go Home (Jack Noble #3): Coming Late
Summer 2013 Noble Intentions Episodic Series: Noble Intentions Season One
(Episodes 1-5): http: //www.amazon.com/dp/B0092ETUTC/ Noble Intentions Season
Two (Episodes 6-10): http: //www.amazon.com/dp/B00AVMTF8U/ Noble Intentions
Season Three (Episodes 11-15): Coming May 2013

REDEMPTION
(RYAN DRAKE: BOOK 1): A COMPELLING, ACTION-PACKED AND HIGHOCTANE THRILLER THAT WILL HAVE YOU GRIPPED FROM PAGE ONE
Random House Introducing Ryan Drake - think Jason Bourne meets Jack Reacher...If
you like Lee Child, Vince Flynn and David Baldacci, you will love this riveting and
unputdownable thriller from bestselling author Will Jordan. 'Entertaining' - The
Telegraph 'I can honestly say that I couldn't put this book down.' -- ***** Reader
review 'Just builds and builds and the climax [is] thrilling.' -- ***** Reader review
'Top-notch' -- ***** Reader review 'This book does not let up. It hits the gas and it
doesn't let up on the pedal.' -- ***** Reader review
*************************************************************************************
****** EVERYONE HAS SECRETS. BUT SOME CAN GET YOU KILLED. Ryan Drake is a
man who ﬁnds people who don't want to be found. Once a soldier in the British
Army, he now works for the CIA, leading an elite investigation team that tracks down
missing agents. But his latest mission - to free a prisoner codenamed Maras and
bring her back onto US soil within forty-eight hours - is more dangerous than
anything his team has attempted before. But it's when the mission is successfully
completed that the real danger for Drake begins. Faced with a terrible threat, he is
forced to go on the run with Maras - a veteran agent scarred by years of brutal
imprisonment. Hunted by his former comrades and those willing to do anything to
protect a deadly secret, Drake is left with no choice but to trust a dangerous woman
he barely knows. For he has only one chance to save those he loves and time is
running out... Drake will return in Sacriﬁce.

RAINBOW SIX
Penguin In a novel of military intrigue, formidable ex-Navy SEAL John Clark takes on
a world-threatening band of terrorists
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TOM CLANCY'S SPLINTER CELL
Penguin Created by Tom Clancy, written by David Michaels.

THE TYRANNY OF METRICS
Princeton University Press Today, organizations of all kinds are ruled by the belief
that the path to success is quantifying human performance, publicizing the results,
and dividing up the rewards based on the numbers. But in our zeal to instill the
evaluation process with scientiﬁc rigor, we've gone from measuring performance to
ﬁxating on measuring itself. The result is a tyranny of metrics that threatens the
quality of our lives and most important institutions. In this timely and powerful book,
Jerry Muller uncovers the damage our obsession with metrics is causing--and shows
how we can begin to ﬁx the problem. Filled with examples from education, medicine,
business and ﬁnance, government, the police and military, and philanthropy and
foreign aid, this brief and accessible book explains why the seemingly irresistible
pressure to quantify performance distorts and distracts, whether by encouraging
"gaming the stats" or "teaching to the test." That's because what can and does get
measured is not always worth measuring, may not be what we really want to know,
and may draw eﬀort away from the things we care about. Along the way, we learn
why paying for measured performance doesn't work, why surgical scorecards may
increase deaths, and much more. But metrics can be good when used as a
complement to--rather than a replacement for--judgment based on personal
experience, and Muller also gives examples of when metrics have been beneﬁcial.
Complete with a checklist of when and how to use metrics, The Tyranny of Metrics is
an essential corrective to a rarely questioned trend that increasingly aﬀects us all.

THIN LINE
CreateSpace Thin Line is Ryan's latest thriller featuring former government assassin
Jack Noble as he races from New York to Paris to Washington DC on the trail of a
rogue agent marked for termination. When friends can no longer be trusted, and
enemies must be, Jack is forced to make a decision that will compromise his
integrity, conscience, and his life.

THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN’S KILLER 2-BOOK SET
Signal Press OWN THEM TOGETHER! Book 1: The Housewife Assassin's Handbook /
Book 2: The Housewife Assassin's Guide to Gracious Killing Murder, suspense, sex-and some handy household tips. "Secrets, sex, money and scandal! Josie Brown is
truly entertaining reading." -- Jackie Collins IN BOOK 1: THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S
HANDBOOK: - EVERY DESPERATE HOUSEWIFE WANTS AN ALIAS: Donna Stone has
one...and it happens to be government-sanctioned. - BUT DONNA EARNED IT THE
HARD WAY: Her husband was killed the day she delivered their third child. - TO
AVENGE HER HUSBAND'S MURDER: Donna leads a secret life: as an assassin. - BUT
ESPIONAGE MAKES FOR STRANGE BEDFELLOWS: And brings new meaning to that old
adage, "Honey, I'm home..." IN BOOK 2, THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S GUIDE TO
GRACIOUS KILLING - HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN DONNA STONE'S MISSION: Stop a rogue
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operative before he assassinates the newly-elected Russian president -- on US soil! DONNA WANTS A DIVORCE: But ﬁrst she's got to serve a summons to a deadbeat
dad... who's also a terrorist! - AS FOR DONNA'S LOVE LIFE: Turns out the spy who
loves her has a bombshell secret of his own...

TRAVEL AND RELIGION IN ANTIQUITY
Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press Travel and Religion in Antiquity considers the importance
of issues relating to travel for our understanding of religious and cultural life among
Jews, Christians, and others in the ancient world, particularly during the Hellenistic
and Roman eras. The volume is organized around ﬁve overlapping areas where
religion and travel intersect: travel related to honouring deities, including travel to
festivals, oracles, and healing sanctuaries; travel to communicate the eﬃcacy of a
god or the superiority of a way of life, including the diﬀusion of cults or movements;
travel to explore and encounter foreign peoples or cultures, including descriptions of
these cultures in ancient ethnographic materials; migration; and travel to engage in
an occupation or vocation. With interdisciplinary contributions that cover a range of
literary, epigraphic, and archeological materials, the volume sheds light on the
importance of movement in connection with religious life among Greeks, Romans,
Nabateans, and others, including Judeans and followers of Jesus.

THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE CATALOG OF MOTION PICTURES
PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES
Univ of California Press After more than ﬁfteen years, this initial volume of the
American Film Institute Catalog series is again in print. The 1920s set covers the
important ﬁlmmaking period when "movies" became "talkies," and the careers of
many inﬂuential directors and actors were launched. Films such as Wings, The
Phantom of the Opera, All Quiet on the Western Front, and The Jazz Singer are
included in this volume. After more than ﬁfteen years, this initial volume of the
American Film Institute Catalog series is again in print. The 1920s set covers the
important ﬁlmmaking period when "movies" became "talkies," and the careers of
many inﬂuential directors and actors were launched. Films such as Wings, The
Phantom of the Opera, All Quiet on the Western Front, and The Jazz Singer are
included in this volume.

JACK
STRAIGHT FROM THE GUT
Hachette UK The most widely respected CEO in America looks back on his brilliant
career at General Electric and reveals his personal business philosophy and unique
managerial style. Nearly 20 years ago, former General Electric CEO Reg Jones walked
into Jack Welch's oﬃce and wrapped him in a bear hug. "Congratulations, Mr.
Chairman," said Reg. It was a deﬁning moment for American business. So begins the
story of a self-made man and a self-described rebel who thrived in one of the most
volatile and economically robust eras in U.S. history, while managing to maintain a
unique leadership style. In what is the most anticipated book on business
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management for our time, Jack Welch surveys the landscape of his career running
one of the world's largest and most successful corporations.

TOM CLANCY TARGET ACQUIRED
Penguin Jack Ryan, Jr., will do anything for a friend, but this favor will be paid for in
blood in the latest electric entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Jack
Ryan, Jr. would do anything for Ding Chavez. That's why Jack is currently sitting in an
open-air market in Israel, helping a CIA team with a simple job. The man running the
mission, Peter Beltz, is an old friend from Ding's Army days. Ding hadn't seen his
friend since Peter's transfer to the CIA eighteen months prior, and intended to use
the assignment to reconnect. Unfortunately, Ding had to cancel at the last minute
and asked Jack to take his place. It's a cushy assignment--a trip to Israel in exchange
for a couple hours of easy work, but Jack could use the downtime after his last
operation. Jack is here merely as an observer, but when he hastens to help a woman
and her young son, he ﬁnds himself the target of trained killers. Alone and
outgunned, Jack will have to use all his skills to protect the life of the child.

TOM CLANCY LINE OF SIGHT
Random House Large Print Jack Ryan Jr. ﬁnds that the scars of war can last a lifetime
in the latest entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Twenty
years ago, Dr. Kathy Ryan restored the eyesight of a young Bosnian girl who had
been injured during an attack in the Balkan War. Today, her son, Jack Ryan Jr. has
decided to surprise his mother by tracking down the young lady. What he ﬁnds
shocks them both. The helpless child has grown into a remarkable woman. Aida
Curic is a self-possessed beauty who runs a refugee agency that helps the children
of her native Bosnia. Jack ﬁnds himself drawn to her, but before he can act on his
feelings she's snatched oﬀ the streets of Sarajevo by kidnappers. In Jack's desperate
search for Aida, he ﬁnds himself opposed by everyone from Serbian mobsters to
Croatian paramilitary units. The Balkan War may have ended two decades ago, but
the region still seethes with ethnic animosities. The deeper Jack plunges into this
world the more he faces a disturbing truth, the scars of war fester long after the
surface has healed.

TOM CLANCY'S JACK RYAN BOOKS 1-6
Penguin The ﬁrst six Jack Ryan novels from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Tom Clancy. THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER PATRIOT GAMES THE CARDINAL OF THE
KREMLIN CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER THE SUM OF ALL FEARS WITHOUT REMORSE
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